There have been a number of recent experimental investigations of the nonadiabatic relaxation dynamics of aniline following excitation to the first three singlet excited states, 1 
New insight into the potential energy landscape and relaxation pathways of photoexcited aniline from CASSCF and XMCQDPT2 electronic structure calculations † 
Introduction
Aniline is the simplest aromatic amine and, like all aromatic molecules containing OH and NH groups, it has a remarkably low fluorescence quantum yield attributed to highly efficient radiationless electronic relaxation pathways connecting the excited electronic states to the ground electronic state. Improving our understanding of the mechanism of electronic relaxation in small molecules like aniline is an important component of the toolkit required to design photostable materials from first principles. Aniline absorbs UV radiation around 282 nm (4.4 eV) and 230 nm (5.4 eV) nm. [1] [2] [3] These bands arise from transitions from the ground electronic state to the two lowest lying 1 pp* states.
There have been numerous experimental 4-7 and theoretical [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] studies of the ground electronic state, with particular focus on the pyramidal geometry of the amino group. There has been some controversy over the equilibrium geometry of the 1 1 pp* excited state. Configuration-interaction with single excitations (CIS) calculations predicted planar or pyramidal geometries with a smaller degree of pyramidalization than the ground state, depending on basis set. [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] CASSCF calculations also predicted a pyramidal equilibrium geometry. 32 Rotationally-resolved electronic spectra suggested a quasiplanar geometry for the 1 1 pp* excited state; however, this structure was a vibrationally averaged structure rather than the true minimum of the potential energy surface (PES). 30 Early experimental investigations of the photochemistry and photophysics of aniline following excitation of the 1 1 pp* excited state focussed on fluorescence and intersystem crossing (ISC). [33] [34] [35] [36] Between the first two 1 pp* states, lies a 1 p3s/ps* state that has significant Rydberg character in the Franck-Condon (FC) region and evolves into a valence state with dissociative character along the N-H stretching coordinate. [37] [38] [39] Worth et al. have predicted that two 3p Rydberg states also lie between the two 1 pp* states. 40 There have been a number of experimental 32, [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] and theoretical 32, 40 p3s/ps* which suggests that excitation to 1 1 p3s/ ps* is likely to be followed by relaxation to this MECI where population will subsequently be transferred both to 1 1 pp* (as observed in our earlier work 43, 44 ) and to the dissociative component of 1 1 p3s/ps* (as observed by Stavros et al.
32
). Finally, we find evidence for a new decay pathway connecting 2 1 pp* and the ground-state that passes through what seems likely to be a three-state CI involving 2 1 pp*, 1 1 p3s/ps* and 1 1 pp*. This supports our interpretation of our earlier experimental data 43, 44 and is consistent with the experimental observations of others.
32,41,42

Computational details
Ground-state minima and excited state minima and TSs were optimized using the state specific complete active-space selfconsistent field (SS-CASSCF) method. MECIs were optimized using state-averaged CASSCF (SA-CASSCF) [46] [47] [48] with equal weighting given to the two states forming the CI. The different decay pathways relevant for the photochemistry of aniline were studied using linear interpolation in internal coordinates, relaxed potential scans and minimum energy path (MEP) calculations using the SA-CASSCF method. The MEP calculations were based on the intrinsic reaction coordinate (IRC) method. 49, 50 Although IRC calculations are often started at a TS, the IRC calculation performed in this work (Section 6) is started at the FC geometry using the gradient as the initial relaxation direction. The CASSCF method is known to describe the multiconfigurational nature of excited state electronic wavefunctions correctly, which is a crucial requirement for systems involving conical intersections, bond breaking or strong geometrical distortions. However, for the relatively small active spaces used in this work, 51 it does not include dynamical correlation effects and therefore the energies may be inaccurate. To obtain more reliable energies, single-point extended multi-configuration quasidegenerate second-order perturbation theory (XMCQDPT2) calculations 52 were carried out at optimised stationary points and along decay pathways calculated using the CASSCF method. This protocol, termed MS-MR-PT2//CASSCF, is used because the XMCQDPT2 analytic gradient, required to optimize stationary points efficiently, is not available. This procedure 53 has been used in previous investigations of the photochemistry of small organic molecule, including DNA bases.
54-57
The XMCQDPT2 method is a new approach to second order multi-state multi-reference perturbation theory developed by Granovsky. 52 It is an extension of the MCQDPT2 method 58 designed to correct for some of the known deficiencies of the latter and other flavours of MS-MR-PT2, such as the problematic behaviour of the energies near conical intersections or avoided crossings. Since its implementation in the Firefly QC package, 59 the XMCQDPT2 method has been applied to a number of problems of biological and photochemical interest. [60] [61] [62] [63] [64] [65] [66] [67] In addition, it was shown to compare favourably with respect to experimental observations and other high-level theoretical methods. [68] [69] [70] In XMCQDPT2 calculations, it is important to include more CASSCF states in the model space spanned by the zero-order effective Hamiltonian than in the state averaged CASSCF stage. 52, 71, 72 In all the XMCQDPT2 calculations reported here, the 30 lowest CASSCF states were included in the model space spanned by the XMCQDPT2 zero-order effective Hamiltonian. Test calculations at the ground state equilibrium and various distorted geometries were performed to check that this size of model space yielded converged energies. An Intruder State Avoidance (ISA) denominator shift of 0.02 was used in all the XMCQDPT2 calculations. Two different active spaces were employed for the CASSCF calculations. CAS1 consists of 8 electrons in 7 orbitals: 3 occupied p orbitals and the corresponding 3 unoccupied p* orbitals (in the reference ground-state configuration) together with the occupied nitrogen lone-pair orbital. Since it does not include the 3s/s* orbital, this active space cannot describe the 1 p3s/ps* state. CAS2 consists of 10 electrons in 9 orbitals: CAS1 augmented with a pair of s and 3s/s* orbitals centered on the amino group. † The 3s/s* orbital has strong Rydberg character in the FC region and is needed to describe the low-lying 1 1 p3s/ps* state, which is known to play an important role in the photochemistry of aniline and many other substituted aromatic organic compounds. 73, 74 From now on, the 1 1 p3s/ps* state will be simply labelled as 1ps*. All the calculations performed with the CAS1 active space used the 6-311G** basis set whereas the calculations performed with the CAS2 active space use the 6-311++G** basis set augmented with two diffuse s functions and two sets of diffuse p functions on the nitrogen atom as well as a single diffuse s functions on each of the two amino hydrogen atoms. The exponents of the supplementary diffuse functions are determined in an even tempered manner by dividing the exponent of the most diffuse s and p functions already present in the 6-311++G** basis set by a factor of 3.0. Such an extension of the basis set was found to have a significant effect on the 1ps* state vertical excitation energy and the height of the barrier to photodissociation, as has been found for pyrrole 75, 76 and phenol. 77 For the MECI optimizations using the CAS1 active space, we found it necessary to use a quadratically convergent algorithm for the CASSCF wavefunction. The orbital rotation derivative contributions from the coupled perturbed multi-configurational self-consistent field (CP-MCSCF) equations were neglected in the MECI optimizations using the CAS2 active space.
Throughout this paper, the notation SAn-CASSCF is used to describe a state averaged CASSCF calculation using orbitals averaged over n electronic states.
The CASSCF optimizations were performed using the Gaussian 03 program package 78 and the single point CASSCF and XMCQDPT2
calculations were performed using the Firefly QC package, 59 which is based partially on the GAMESS (US) source code. 79 
Vertical and adiabatic excitation energies
The equilibrium geometries of the ground and 1 1 pp* states, optimized using the CAS1 active space, are shown in Fig. 2 . Both have C s symmetry and a pyramidal arrangement around the nitrogen atom. The focus of this paper is the four lowest lying singlet electronic states, which we label GS, 1pp*, 1ps* and 2pp*, in order of increasing energy. 37, 39 The vertical excitation energies computed using the two active spaces described in Section 2 are reported in Table 1 and compared with previous calculations and experimental values. Generally, the calculation of excitation energies using multireference perturbation techniques require that all states of interest are described uniformly well at the CASSCF level. This requirement often implies the use of state averaged CASSCF orbitals since state specific CASSCF orbitals can be quite different for the different electronic states of interest. This is specially true when the states of interest have a different nature. For instance, Stavros et al. 32 have shown that the 1pp* state arises from a local excitation within the phenyl ring whereas the 2pp* state has a significant charge transfer character. In addition the 1ps* state has a significant 3s Rydberg character at the FC geometry. In this case, a state specific CASSCF calculation leads to a significant valence-Rydberg mixing whereas a state averaged CASSCF calculation yields orbitals with a well defined character. It was therefore necessary to use state averaged CASSCF orbitals for a well balanced description of the electronic states of interest at the XMCQDPT2 level of theory. The CAS1 active space can not describe the 1ps* state and is used to compute the two first pp* state excitation energies at the SA3-CASSCF and XMCQDPT2 levels of theory. The CASSCF 1pp* vertical excitation energy is in reasonable agreement with the experimental value. In contrast, the 2pp* vertical excitation energy is grossly overestimated with an error of 1.96 eV. This is not unexpected as the CASSCF method has a well known propensity to overestimate excitation energies to excited states with significant charge transfer character. The XMCQDPT2 calculation using the same CASSCF wavefunction yields excitation energies in good agreement with previous calculations and experimental observations.
In addition to the 1ps* state, the CAS2 active space generates a second low-lying p3s/ps* state, hereafter denoted 2ps*, which was calculated at 6.39 and 6.28 eV respectively in previous work. 37, 39 Because of the large overestimation of the 2pp* state, the CASSCF method wrongly predicts the 2ps* state below the 2pp* state. The correct ordering is however recovered at the XMCQDPT2 level of theory. SA5-CASSCF and XMCQDPT2 vertical excitation energies using the CAS2 active space are presented in Table 1 . These results show that the corrections due to the inclusion of the dynamical correlation energy are less important for the ps* states than for the pp* states. Overall, the XMCQDPT2 method provides accurate and well balanced results for the vertical excitation energies of the electronic states of interest. Finally, we note that the CR-EOM-CCSD(T) calculations of Worth et al. 40 predicted the 3p z and 3p y states to lie at 5.31 and 5.42 eV respectively, between the 1ps* and 2pp* states which is in disagreement with previous high level calculations. 37, 39 We have performed a calculation at the XMCQDPT2 level of theory using the CAS2 active space augmented with the two corresponding 3p Rydberg orbitals. This calculation predicted both states to lie slightly above the 2pp* state, at 5.58 and 5.62 eV respectively. These states are not considered further in this paper.
Photochemistry after excitation to the 1pp* state
In this section, we consider the decay pathways of aniline after excitation to the 1pp* state, at energies below the vertical excitation energy of the 1ps* state. In ref. 32, the 1pp* state was described as arising from a local excitation within the phenyl ring, and the analogy with the S 1 state of benzene was pointed out. Indeed, the photochemistry of aniline after excitation to the 1pp* state shares many similarities with that of benzene. Following excitation with wavelengths >245 nm, benzene fluoresces with a quantum yield of approximately 0.2 and the remaining population decays via ISC to a low lying triplet state. These two processes take place on the timescale of 10-100 ns. 80, 81 At wavelengths o245 nm (corresponding to >3000 cm À1 above the S 1 ' S 0 0-0 transition) the fluorescence is quenched and the molecule quickly decays to the ground state by internal conversion (IC) via the so-called prefulvene conical intersection. [82] [83] [84] [85] [86] [87] [88] [89] [90] This conical intersection occurs at a geometry characterized by a strong out-of-plane distortion of one of the carbon atoms, accompanied by a strong reduction of the distance between carbon atoms either side of the one raised out of plane to generate the crossing. The activation energy needed to reach the prefulvene deactivation channel has been shown theoretically to be the consequence of the presence of a potential barrier on the pathway connecting the FC region and the MECI on the S 1 PES. Conical intersections between the first excited pp* state and the ground state with similar geometries have been described in many other aromatic molecules, for example, pyrazine 91 and phenol. 92 In aniline, following excitation to the 1pp* state at wavelengths >270 nm, the fluorescence quantum yields are comparable to those of benzene and single vibronic level lifetimes ranging from 3 to 9 ns have been reported. 33, 34 Whereas in benzene the six carbon atoms are equivalent, the presence of the amino group in aniline breaks this symmetry and the C1, C2, C3 and C4 carbon atoms (see Fig. 1 ) are not equivalent. As we show below, this gives rise to the presence of four distinct S 1 (1pp*)/GS prefulvene-like MECI points, labelled CI Potential energy barriers along the pathway to the prefulvene MECI are known in benzene, [82] [83] [84] [85] [86] [87] [88] [89] [90] pyrazine 91 and phenol. 92 The four MECI and two TS geometries, optimized using the CAS1 active space are presented in Fig. 3 . No TSs were found on the pathway connecting the 1pp* equilibrium geometry and CI 2 1pp*/GS or CI 3 1pp*/GS . However, in both cases, the pathway crosses a very flat portion of the 1pp* PES before reaching the MECI point. Both CASSCF and XMCQDPT2 energies of the four MECIs and two TSs are listed in Table 2 . The XMCQDPT2 energies have been computed at the CASSCF optimized geometries. Because the degeneracy is lifted for XMCQDPT2 calculations at CASSCF optimized MECI points, the averaged energies of the two states and the magnitudes of the energy gaps between them are reported. Fig. 1 The aniline molecule with the numbering scheme used throughout this paper. These results show that, both at the CASSCF and XMCQDPT2 levels of theory, the CI 4 1pp*/GS MECI appears at slightly lower energy than the three others. Note that, the dynamical correlation energy correction is smaller at the TSs than at the MECIs. This indicates that the XMCQDPT2 barriers are larger than the CASSCF ones. Therefore, the lack of CASSCF TS on the pathways leading to CI 2 1pp*/GS and CI 3 1pp*/GS might be a consequence of the non uniform accuracy of the CASSCF method along the pathways. Fig. 4 presents the pathway between the 1pp* equilibrium geometry and the CI 4 1pp*/GS MECI geometries calculated at the SA2-CASSCF and XMCQDPT2 levels of theory. A single linearly interpolated scan between these two geometries would have overestimated the height of the potential energy barrier separating them so the scan was split into two parts: from the 1pp* equilibrium geometry to TS MECI geometry.
Our calculation shows that the energy required to open the prefulvene decay channel is higher than the vertical excitation energy of the 1ps* state (Table 1) and therefore, processes taking place on the 1ps* surface are likely to compete with the prefulvene decay channel. Indeed, Stavros et al. 32 and Montero et al. 42 reported evidence of decay through the prefulvene channel after excitation of the 2pp* state. This decay pathway implies evolution on the 2pp* PES towards a 2pp*/1pp* CI and subsequent relaxation on the 1pp* PES towards the prefulvene CI. In this context, the new CI 4 1pp*/GS MECI reported here seems particularly relevant since its geometry is similar to the 2pp*/ 1pp* MECI. Both MECIs involve a strong out-of-plane distortion of the carbon atom carrying the amino group. Therefore, the direct pathway from the 2pp*/1pp* MECI to the CI 4 1pp*/GS MECI involves much less IVR than the corresponding pathways to the other prefulvene MECIs (see Section 6).
Photochemistry after excitation to the 1pr* state
In this section, we study the decay pathways of aniline following excitation at wavelengths o269 nm, i.e. above the onset of the 1ps* state. 38 In the FC region, the 1ps* state PES has a quasi-bound minimum associated with strong Rydberg 3s character on the N atom. However, along the N-H stretching coordinate, the 1ps* state acquires a valence s* character and the PES becomes dissociative. The quasi-bound and dissociative components of the PES are separated by a significant barrier, the height of which has been estimated at 0.5 eV using the EOM-CCSD method. 40 The 1ps* state and its role in the electronic relaxation of photoexcited aniline has been the subject of a number of recent investigations.
32,40-45
We have performed a relaxed potential energy scan along the N-H stretching coordinate on the 1ps* PES, i.e. at each point, the N7-H14 bond length is kept fixed and the geometry of the rest of the molecule is optimized. The molecule is planar with C 2v symmetry at the 1ps* equilibrium geometry (see Fig. 6 ). Upon elongation of the N7-H14 bond, the symmetry is reduced to C s 0 . Here, the C s 0 notation is used to distinguish the planar geometry (with non-equal N-H bond lengths), i.e. where the symmetry plane is the molecular plane, from the ground state pyramidal equilibrium geometry of C s symmetry, where the symmetry plane is perpendicular to the phenyl ring and bisects the H-N-H angle of the amino group. In C s 0 symmetry, the 1ps* state belongs to the A 0 irreducible representation whereas the GS, 1pp* and 2pp* states belong to the A 0 irreducible representation. In these calculations, the A 0 and A 00 states have been computed separately. 93 The geometries on the 1ps* PES are optimized at the SS-CASSCF level of theory using the CAS2 active space. We note that in C s 0 symmetry, there is no valenceRydberg mixing problem since the valence and Rydberg states have different symmetry. The A 0 state energies at the optimized geometries have been computed at the SA3-CASSCF level of theory using the same active space. XMCQDPT2 calculations are also performed at the CASSCF optimized geometries and the results of both calculations are presented in Fig. 5 . Interestingly, although the 1ps* state is the second excited state at the FC geometry (see Table 1 ), from Fig. 5 it is clear that it lies below the 1pp* state in the CASSCF relaxed scan. This is a strong indication that upon relaxation on the 1ps* state from the FC geometry, the system must evolve toward a ps*/1pp* seam of conical intersections (see Fig. 7 below). At long N-H distance, the 1ps* curve crosses the GS curve, indicating a competition between internal conversion to the ground state and N-H dissociation upon evolution on the dissociative part of the 1ps* state. Both ps*/1pp* and ps*/GS MECIs have been reported previously. 32 Our CASSCF calculation yields a height of 0.58 eV for the barrier separating the quasi-bound well from the dissociative part on the 1ps* curve, and an N-H bond strength of 3.37 eV, which is a significant underestimate compared to the experimental value of 3.92 eV reported by Ashfold and coworkers. 41 The CASSCF optimized geometries of the 1ps* state local minimum and TS, noted Min ps* and TS ps* respectively, as well as of the ps*/pp* and ps*/GS MECIs, noted CI ps*/1pp* and CI ps*/GS respectively, are presented in Fig. 6 . At the Min ps* geometry, the molecule is planar with a C 2v symmetry point group and an N-H bond length of 1.01 Å. The TS ps* and CI ps*/GS geometries are also planar, with C s 0 symmetry and N-H bond lengths of 1.31 Å and 1.85 Å, respectively. We now discuss the results obtained from the XMCQDPT2 calculation of the relaxed scan at the CASSCF optimized geometries, shown in Fig. 5(b) . We obtain a barrier height of 0.41 eV, which is lower than the CASSCF value, and an N-H bond strength of 3.83 eV, in good agreement with the experimental value of 3.92 eV. 41 As shown in Section 3, the inclusion of dynamical electron correlation has a greater effect on the 1pp* state than on the 1ps* state and for short N-H distances, the 1pp* and 1ps* states are almost degenerate with the 1pp* state lying slightly below the 1ps* state. As the N-H distance increases slightly, the 1ps* crosses the 1pp* curve close to its local minimum in the quasi-bound well. This supports the conclusion drawn from experimental observation of the relaxation dynamics following excitation close to or above the minimum of the 1ps* state. 43, 44 This has interesting consequences regarding the vibronic structure of the molecule in this range of energies. In ref. 38 , an experimental excitation energy of 4.60 eV was attributed to the 0-0 transition to the 1ps* state. However, a conical intersection lying close to the 1ps* local minimum points towards the existence of strongly vibronically coupled levels that cannot be attributed easily to vibrational levels of either 1pp* or 1ps* states, as discussed in ref. 94 . In order to gain further insight into the competition between relaxation to the 1pp* state and relaxation to the dissociative part of the 1ps* state, we have computed a linearly interpolated scan from the FC to the CASSCF optimized Min ps* geometries (Fig. 7) . State averaging over the five lowest states is used in this calculation. At the CASSCF level of theory, the ps*/ 1pp* CI appears very close to the FC geometry. However, the situation is quite different at the XMCQDPT2 level of theory and the CI appears at a geometry much closer to the Min ps* geometry. This suggests that, after excitation to the 1ps* state, the system will relax toward the CI ps*/1pp* , where it will either be transferred to the 1pp* state and then decay on a very long (nanosecond) timescale, as discussed in the previous section, or stay on the 1ps* state and evolve on the dissociative portion of the PES.
6 Photochemistry after excitation to the 2pp* state
In this section, we study the decay pathway of aniline following excitation to the 2pp* state. Experimentally, this corresponds to excitation with wavelengths o240 nm. A number of experimental studies have been directed towards unravelling 2pp* electronic relaxation using a variety of techniques: timeresolved photoelectron spectroscopy, 43, 44 time-resolved photoionisation spectroscopy, 42 time-resolved velocity-map imaging 32 and H-atom (Rydberg) photofragment translational spectroscopy. 41 In all these studies, ultrafast decays were observed, or inferred, and interpreted as either internal conversion to the ground state or H-atom loss on the 1ps* surface. For example, Ashfold and coworkers recorded bi-modal total kinetic energy release (TKER) spectra at various excitation wavelengths in the range 240-220 nm. 41 The fast H-atom component was attributed to dissociation on the 1ps* surface after internal conversion via a 2pp*/ps* CI, or a 2pp*/1pp* CI with subsequent transfer to the 1ps* surface via the ps*/1pp* CI. The slow H-atom component was attributed to dissociation from the ground-state following internal conversion from the 2pp* state to the ground-state. Montero et al. recorded three different time constants in the same wavelength range, t 0 = 21 AE 5 fs, t 1 = 150 AE 30 fs and t 2 = 45 AE 2 ps. 42 The t 0 constant was attributed to an internal conversion through a 2pp*/1pp* CI, with a subsequent competition between internal conversion to the 1ps* state and dissociation, corresponding to the t 1 constant, or internal conversion to the ground state via the prefulvene CI discussed in Section 4, corresponding to the much larger t 2 constant. This large time constant would be the sign of a considerable intramolecular vibrational energy redistribution (IVR) in the 1pp* state competing with internal conversion to the ground state. In terms of previous theoretical studies, a 2pp*/1pp* MECI was reported, 32 at a geometry involving a strong out-of-plane deformation of the molecule. Here, we report evidence for a new decay pathway leading to internal conversion to the ground state, mediated by three successive MECIs, two of which have not been reported before.
The MEP connecting the 2pp* state at the FC geometry to the ground state is presented in Fig. 8 . The MEP calculation was performed in several steps and the geometry was constrained to C s symmetry. We began by performing an IRC calculation, starting at the FC geometry on the 2pp* state, using the CAS1 active space and a CASSCF wavefunction averaged over the 1pp* and 2pp* states. The initial relaxation direction was taken to be the gradient on the 2pp* surface. The CAS1 active space is used to filter out the ps* states, which greatly simplifies the IRC calculation. The IRC calculation was stopped at the 1pp*/2pp* crossing. Then, a single point was calculated at a geometry obtained by extrapolating the last IRC step. At this point, we checked that the 2pp* state was lying below the 1pp* state. Because the geometry was constrained to C s symmetry, the symmetry of the 1pp* and 2pp* states (A 00 and A 0 respectively) is conserved along the MEP. Therefore, the 1pp* and 2pp* states can be distinguished unambiguously by checking their respective wavefunctions. A second IRC calculation was then performed starting at this last geometry, using the CAS1 active space and a CASSCF wavefunction averaged over the 2pp* and ground states.
In the second stage, in order to include the ps* states in our calculations, we performed single point SA-CASSCF and XMCQDPT2 calculations at the geometries obtained from the IRC calculations, using the CAS2 active space. The CASSCF wavefunction was averaged over the five lowest states. The results of these CASSCF and XMCQDPT2 calculations are displayed in First, we consider the CASSCF IRC scan shown in Fig. 8(a) . As discussed in Section 3, the CASSCF method yields the wrong state ordering at the FC geometry, i.e. the 2ps* state lies below the 2pp* state. As relaxation on 2pp* begins from the FC geometry, the 2pp* state energy decreases and the 2ps* state energy increases until the two curves cross around q IRC = 1.8.
This 2pp*/2ps* CI is an artifact of the CASSCF method. Overall, the CASSCF MEP shows the existence of a barrierless relaxation pathway involving a strong out-of-plane deformation of the molecule, resulting in a boat conformation of the phenyl ring at the end of the IRC scan. Along this pathway, the 2pp* state crosses, successively, the 1pp*, 1ps* and ground electronic states. We now discuss the XMCQDPT2 MEP computed at the CASSCF optimized geometries shown in Fig. 8 . As already discussed, the correction to the energies from the inclusion of dynamical electron correlation is quite large for the 2pp* state. Upon relaxation, the energies of the 1pp*, 1ps* and 2pp* states come close to one other around q IRC = 3. In this region, the three states lie within 0.25 eV of each other, which is a strong indication for the presence of a nearby three-state CI. [95] [96] [97] In contrast to the CASSCF MEP, here the 1ps* and 2pp* states, both of A 0 symmetry, form a narrowly avoided crossing rather than a true CI. This is, however, just an indication that the XMCQDPT2 pathway passes very close to the 1ps*/2pp* CI seam rather than crossing it as in the CASSCF calculation. The pseudo-diabatic assignment used to distinguish between the states is of little significance in the interaction region because the electronic characters of the 1ps* and 2pp* states are mixed; however, as we move away from the three-state CI region, the electronic character of both states become clear again. The same is true for the region where the 2pp* state approaches the ground state at the end of the scan. These calculations have unveiled three CIs that are relevant to the electronic relaxation of aniline following excitation to the 2pp* state: 1ps*/2pp*, 1pp*/2pp* and GS/2pp* CIs. We have optimized the three corresponding MECIs, labelled CI 1ps*/2pp* , CI 1pp*/2pp* and CI GS/2pp* , at the CASSCF level of theory using the CAS2 active space for CI 1ps*/2pp* and the CAS1 space for CI 1pp*/2pp* and CI GS/2pp* . The three resulting geometries are shown in Fig. 9 . Although CI 1pp*/2pp* has been reported previously, 32 CI 1ps*/2pp* and CI 2pp*/GS are reported here for the first time.
In Fig. 10 , we show the geometries of the molecule for four key points along the MEP: the FC geometry (q IRC = 0), the geometry of the approximate three-state CI (q IRC = 2.89) the geometry of the 1pp*/2pp* crossing (q IRC = 5.68) and the geometry corresponding to the GS/2pp* crossing (q IRC = 12.55).
Overall, the XMCQDPT2 decay pathway on the 2pp* state surface connecting the equilibrium geometry to the CI 2pp*/GS is barrierless, although flatter than the CASSCF computed pathway. This suggests that the corrections due to the inclusion of dynamical electron correlation are greater in the FC region than in the region of the CI 2pp*/GS corresponding to a strongly distorted geometry. However, another possible explanation is that the geometries along the pathway are obtained via CASSCF partial optimizations, therefore they may be far from the true XMCQDPT2 MEP. Nonetheless, it is interesting to note that similar ring puckering decay pathways have been described in other simple aromatic organic molecules such as pyrrole 98 or the purine DNA bases adenine 55, 99 and guanine. 57 Moreover, the boat conformation of the phenyl ring, found at q IRC = 12.55 (see Fig. 10 ), is reminiscent of the Dewar form of benzene, which is know to be populated after excitation to the 2pp* state of benzene. [100] [101] [102] To investigate this further, we extrapolated from the CI at q IRC = 12.55, along the IRC until a geometry where the 2pp* state is the ground state was found and then performed a geometry optimization. The resulting local minimum on the ground state PES (Min Dew ) is an aniline analogue of the Dewar benzene isomer (Fig. 11) . We have also located a saddle point (TS Dew ) connecting this local minimum to the global equilibrium geometry (Fig. 11) . The energies of the Dewar minimum and TS relative to the global minimum energy, computed at the SA2-CASSCF and XMCQDPT2 level of theory using the CAS1 active space, are presented in Table 3 . The SA2-CASSCF energies of the CI 2pp*/GS points, are also reported. They show that the Dewar form of aniline is associated with a local minimum on the ground Fig. 9 Geometries of the three MECIs involving the 2pp* state. state PES, separated from the global minimum by a barrier with a height evaluated at 0.57 eV. Interestingly, the Dewar form of aniline might provide a possible experimental probe of the ring puckering decay pathway discussed above, i.e. an experiment aiming at its detection after excitation to the 2pp* state would provide a test of the relevance of this decay path in the photochemistry of aniline. In addition to the ring-puckering decay pathway discussed above, the potential energy curves in Fig. 8 suggest two alternative decay pathways. At the three-state CI, the molecule can relax to the 1pp* or 1ps* states. In both cases, it is clear from Fig. 8 that the molecule can then relax directly to the FC region. From the FC region, the molecule can then decay to the ground state via the prefulvene CI 1pp*/GS shown in Fig. 3 or the CI ps*/GS shown in Fig. 6 , or dissociate on the 1ps* PES. In order to find out if other direct decay pathways to the ground state exist, we performed linearly interpolated scans from the CI 1pp*/2pp* to the prefulvene CI 1pp*/GS and from the CI 1ps*/2pp* to the CI 1ps*/GS respectively, using the CAS2 active space. For the former, the orbitals were averaged over the five lowest states while for the latter, the inclusion of a sixth state was found necessary for a well balanced description of the states of interest along the pathway. Both calculations are presented in Fig. 12 .
In both cases, the initial geometries are not taken to be the MECI structures of CI 1pp*/2pp* and CI 1ps*/2pp* , but rather the CI points reached in the CASSCF IRC pathway of Fig. 8(a) . The scan in Fig. 12(a) shows a rather flat but barrierless pathway connecting the CI 1pp*/2pp* with the prefulvene CI 1pp*/GS . Interestingly, a similar barrierless pathway connecting the S 2 /S 1 CI to the prefulvene S 1 /S 0 CI in benzene has been calculated. 103, 104 However, Fig. 8(a) shows that the path connecting the CI 1pp*/2pp* with the FC geometry is steeper. Therefore, it seems most likely that, if the molecule relaxes to the 1pp* state, it will then relax to the FC region where it can relax further via the prefulvene CI 1pp*/GS or via the N-H dissociation path on the 1ps* state after crossing the CI ps*/1pp* , as has been proposed previously. 41, 42 The scan of Fig. 12(b) shows a steep pathway connecting the CI 1ps*/2pp* to the CI 1ps*/GS , suggesting the possibility of very efficient relaxation to the ground state or dissociation on the 1ps* PES. A barrier is seen on the 1ps* potential energy profile. However this barrier appears much smaller than the barrier on the relaxed N-H potential scan shown in Fig. 5 , and should therefore be easily overcome by the wavepacket upon relaxation on the 1ps* state after crossing the CI 1ps*/2pp* .
It is not possible from this work to infer which decay pathway will be preferred by the molecule, after excitation to the 2pp* state. It is known that nuclear dynamics around CIs do not only depend on the location of the MECI point but also on the topography of the extended CI seam. Specifically, different decay pathways can be preferred depending on which region of the CI seam is reached. [105] [106] [107] Therefore, an extended mapping of the various CI seams connecting the electronic states of interest in this work would provide valuable information on the competition between the different accessible decay channels. Direct dynamics techniques 108, 109 can also be used to follow the relaxation pathway of the molecule directly. The conclusions drawn in this work indicate that both approaches should use post-CASSCF electronic structure calculations to reach the level of accuracy necessary for a reliable description of the relaxation of aniline after electronic excitation.
Summary
CASSCF and XMCQPDT2 calculations have been employed to determine key geometries and pathways on the potential energy landscape of the four lowest lying electronic singlet states of aniline, S 0 (GS), 1pp*, 1ps* and 2pp*. We have located four Fig. 11 Geometries of the Dewar minimum and TS on the ground state PES. Fig. 9 ) and CI IRC 2pp*/GS to the CI point reached on the IRC path at q IRC = 12.55 (see Fig. 8 Fig. 12 Linearly interpolated scans (a) from the CI 1pp*/2pp* to the prefulvene CI 1pp*/GS and (b) from the CI 1ps*/2pp* to the CI 1ps*/GS computed at the SA5-CASSCF and SA6-CASSCF level of theory, respectively, using the CAS2 active space.
prefulvene-like MECIs connecting the 1pp* state with GS. The lowest energy MECI, in which the carbon-atom carrying the amino group is distorted out-of-plane, is reported here for the first time. It seems likely that this MECI is involved in nonradiative decay from 1pp* to the ground-state, although the energy of this MECI lies above the vertical excitation energy to 1ps* and will only be accessible at higher excitation energies. We have found a MECI connecting 1ps* and 1pp* states close to the local minimum on 1ps*. We determine that excitation to 1ps* is likely to be followed by relaxation to this MECI where population will subsequently be transferred both to 1pp* (as observed in our earlier work 43, 44 ) and to the dissociative component of 1ps* (as observed by Stavros et al. 32 ). We also find evidence for a new decay pathway connecting 2pp* and the ground-state that passes through a three-state CI involving 2pp*, 1ps* and 1pp*. From this three-state CI, population may be transferred on the lower portion of the 2pp* state with subsequent relaxation towards the CI 2pp*/GS , or on the 1ps* or 1pp* states, with subsequent relaxation towards the CI 1ps*/GS or prefulvene CI 1pp*/GS , respectively. This scheme supports our interpretation of our earlier data 43, 44 and is consistent with the observations of others. 32, 41, 42 Overall, our calculations are in agreement with all experimental observations.
